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HS-SS1-E739/03 Anoka Degon'te (Stealth
Shield)

The Poku Saeruo Degonjo use Anoka Degon'te Shield of Hiding to conceal their ships from enemy
vessels, or during hunts. The Anoka Degon'te is a technology the clan had prior to the Norka (The
Exodus) but this is the latest version that has been in use in the fleet since YE 20.

General

Class: Stealth Nomenclature: HS-SS1 E736/03 Type: Shield Designers: Otâmovi Wiy Jael (Silver Moon
Sect) Manufacturer: Otâmovi Wiy Jael (Silver Moon Sect) on Poku Movi Vamâqi (Clan Void Berth)

Description

The Anoka Degon'te harnesses the massive power of the Tinvyma Movidoanor (Tunnel Drive) Heim Force
Generators to create a a subspace shield around the ship to handle FTL sensors. It also erects a tuned
shield just beyond the subspace one that deflects RF energy such as radars and the like.

During Degon'te (Stealth) mode, the ship ceases any and all transmissions. The ship operates by dead-
reckoning until it gets to within firing range of the target.

The Anoka Degon'te offers no protection from destructive forces.

Limitations

When the Anoka Degon'te the ship can not engage its Udano Veltin (Gravity Spike) or Udano
Rotyka Sakopa (Gravitic Shock Cannon). This means that after dropping the stealth, the ship can
not fire its Udano Rotyka Sakopa for thirty seconds.
The ship can not use any other form of shielding because they interfere with the stealth shield.
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